
’ve had the pleasure of flight
testing many new business air-
craft for Pro Pilot over the past

few years and there certainly are
some great and innovative products
out there. Often, when I finish a
flightcheck, I climb in my vintage
Lear 24 (s/n 012) to fly back home.
Surprisingly perhaps, the perfor-
mance of that old 1964 Lear seems
to equal, if not surpass, the time-to-
climb, speed and altitude of these
current-generation jets that are
worth millions more. I can make it
to FL410 in 12 min if I’m light, and

it’ll cruise at Mach .82 with plenty
of power reserves. What this indi-
cates to me is that in nearly 4
decades of business jet evolution
we really have not achieved signifi-
cant advances, or block changes, in
aircraft performance.

Now, don’t get me wrong. These
new aircraft are wonderful. They’re
very fuel-efficient, they’ve got much
better range than early-generation
business jets and they’re Stage III
noise compliant. However, in terms
of actual performance, many of the
new aircraft are no better than, and
in some cases lag behind, my 1964
Lear 24, 1978 Gulfstream IISP or
1967 Boeing 727-100.

Buying the used business jet

There are certainly many good
reasons to buy new business jets—if
you can afford it why would you not
buy new? The reason older aircraft
are purchased is usually that they’re
within an operator’s budget and
they allow a company to get into a
business jet right away without any
real sacrifice in performance.

About half of the 30-plus jets we
are now operating at Clay Lacy
Aviation are pre-1980, and our
experience has been that older air-
craft are just as reliable and safe,
and need no more maintenance
than newer jets.
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Virtues and advantages of
buying a used business jet

OLDER BIZJETS 

By Clay Lacy
ATP/CFII/Helo/Sea. 
Gulfstream II/III/IV, Learjet
series, HS125, Boeing 727/747
and 25 misc type ratings
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While new is always better, there are great buys
available in used turbojet aircraft which allow
companies to move into jets without delay.

Clay Lacy’s personal choice of aircraft includes not only this Learjet 25 and Gulfstream IISP—a
GII fitted with Aviation Partners winglets—but 3 Lear 24s, another Lear 25, 6 Lear 35s, 2 Lear
55s and a pair of Boeing 727s. From his early days in the charter business Lacy has favored
acquisition of older jets and through a succession of smart buys has built his fleet with them.



Consider the difference between
a 1960s-era Lear 24, Gulfstream II
or Boeing 727 and a 1999 model
Lear 31, Gulfstream IVSP or
Boeing BBJ. There’s a lot less dif-
ference in terms of style and per-
formance than there is between a
1968 automobile and a current-
year model. Business aircraft ,
along with airline equipment, have
remained somewhat stagnant.
There haven’t been any significant
breakthroughs over the past 35
years, and airplanes are built so
well that they just don’t wear out.

However, the 1960s-era aircraft
flying today would all be in a
scrapheap today if someone had
found a way to double the aircraft’s
speed. The values of older aircraft
would have been so greatly dimin-
ished with the availability of super-
sonic business jets that they’d be
obsolete and cut up for scrap metal.

New vs old

The only significant difference
between older and newer business
aircraft has to do with advanced,
quieter and more fuel-efficient
engines. Today you can fly nonstop
from North America to Asia with a
BBJ, Bombardier Global Express or
Gulfstream V, and you can fly to
Europe from most places in the US
with a Challenger 604, a Falcon
900EX or a GIVSP. These are won-
derful range advantages that we’re
able to enjoy thanks to significant
engine technology improvements.

At Clay Lacy Aviation we have a
base customer who is trading up
from a 727 to a new BBJ to save a
fuel stop between VNY and Europe.
We’re also managing a new GV
which gives its owner, Allen
Paulsen, a 6500-nm nonstop range.
Our clients love their new aircraft
and they’re in a position where they
can afford the best that the business

aviation market has to offer.
However, you do pay a price to
save extra fuel stops.

Cost of capital

Older aircraft of equivalent perfor-
mance can be had for a fraction of
the price of their newer alternatives.
The tradeoff is that the older aircraft
burn more fuel and don’t have the
range of the newer models. DOCs
do not differ much between new
and older aircraft but cost of capital
is a significant factor. If you assume
the cost of capital at about 7% the
difference between a $1 million
Lear 25 and a $6 million Lear 31,
which both have the same range
and performance, is such that you
could pay for 580 hrs of operation
of the Lear 25 (at a $600/hr DOC)
just from the difference in cost of
capital. 

Likewise, if you compare a $6
million GII with a $28 million GIV-
SP the difference in the annual cost
of capital—about $1,540,000—
would pay for over 1000 hrs of GII
operations. The same comparison
can be made between a corporate-
configured Boeing 727, worth
about $10 million, and a $43 mil-
lion BBJ. You’ll make a few extra
fuel stops with the older aircraft but
the cruise altitude, climb, cruise
speed and reliability of these air-
craft—built 30-plus years apart—
are going to be the same. Again,
new is always better if you can
afford it. However, you can buy a
significant amount of transportation
for a comparative bargain in terms
of capital investment, and you
don’t have to sacrifice performance
when you buy used.

Upgrading the older business
jet

Upgrading an older business jet is

often a very viable option for opera-
tors. EFIS avionics on newer-genera-
tion aircraft are a plus, but you can
affordably duplicate this front panel
technology in older aircraft. We
have a based client with a 1978
Citation II who’s put every panel
upgrade into the aircraft that’s pos-
sible, including EFIS, TCAS II and
moving maps. In the GIISP we oper-
ate at Clay Lacy Aviation we’ve
added 3 new long-range navs, an
Airshow system and TCAS. Back in
the 80s we installed the first 5-tube
EFIS system ever put in a Lear 35
along with an FMS. These are all
surprisingly affordable upgrades
and they give you the front office
equivalent of a new business jet.

There have been several success-
ful re-engine programs which have
made dramatic improvements to
the range of older business jets.
Re-engining by Honeywell (for-
merly Garrett/AlliedSignal) of the
JetStar and the early Hawker series,
and its ongoing program on the
Falcon 20, have been very suc-
cessful. For an investment of $4.1
million you can have new engines
on your Falcon 20 and almost dou-
ble the range of the aircraft .
Honeywell is working now on a
program to re-engine the Falcon
50. And there has been talk of
using other manufacturers’ turbo-
fans for re-engining older GIIs and
GIIIs, although this project might
not receive Gulfstream’s coopera-
tion since Gulfstream continues to
tout the fact that they only use
Rolls-Royce engines. If you were to
install more modern, fuel-efficient
engines on your old GII or GIII the
best estimate is that it would cost
you close to $10 million, but it
would give your GII or GIII the
range and performance of a GIV.

While all these re-engine pro-
grams increase range and fuel
specifics and give you a Stage III
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(L) At maximum takeoff weight of 171,000 lbs Boeing’s 737 BBJ can operate up to 5980 nautical miles nonstop with 25 passengers aboard. Fuel
capacity is 10,695 gal. (R) Clay Lacy Aviation’s fleet of executive jets includes this 1967-vintage Boeing 727-100.
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aircraft, there’s no easy mod to
increase speed.

One of the best modification pro-
grams currently available is the
Aviation Partners Blended Winglet
program for the GII and the BBJ.
These advanced-technology wide
sweep winglets make the greatest
improvement in performance and
range of any single mod I’ve ever
seen without changing the engines.
While aerodynamic improvement
mods typically give you 1 to 2%
advantage, Aviation Partners wing-
lets give a 6 to 7% improvement.

New Stage II hushkits are now
surfacing for at least 3 older busi-
ness jets. Two systems—Stage III
Technologies and Really Quiet
LLC—are close to certification for
the Gulfstream II and III, and
there’s a new Stage III system for
the 20 series Lear which costs
under $150,000 but you lose
reversers. Raisbeck Engineering has
come up with a simple and effec-
tive Stage III hush kit for the Boeing
727, and we’ve recently installed
this on our corporate-configured
727-100 at Clay Lacy Aviation.

I’ve been looking at a program to
re-engine 20 series Lears with
Williams FJ44 turbofans and
replace the tip tanks with Aviation
Partners Blended Winglets. This
would probably be a $2 million
modification, but in many respects
it would give you almost a new air-
craft. To be competitive, it needs to
be a single pilot aircraft and that
may be possible. I feel that by
removing the tip tanks and replac-
ing them with winglets the overall
stability of the aircraft would
increase, and you’d stand a good
chance of single-pilot certification.

Refurbishing the interior of an
older aircraft can make it look like
new and you’ll usually get the
investment back in resale value.
For about $50,000 to $80,000 you

can do a nice refurb on an older
Lear. The cabin of a GII can be
beautifully redone for $300,000
and for $500,000 you can have it
like new.

Reliability and maintenance

I’ve found very little difference in
the reliability and cost of mainte-
nance of older aircraft compared to
newer models. The airframes of
used business jets are built so well
that if they’re maintained properly,
and not allowed to corrode, they’ll
last forever. Many airliners flying
today are up in the 70,000–80,000
hr bracket, and properly main-
tained corporate airframes will last
just as long. If you follow the facto-
ry maintenance schedule the plane
doesn’t get older—it gets better
with age.

When buying an older aircraft a
thorough pre-buy is essential. You
have to be much more careful ana-
lyzing the maintenance records
with used aircraft. You want to be
sure the aircraft has been main-
tained on a factory or equivalent
program.

In terms of safety I don’t think
there is any difference between an
older and a newer business jet. The
key in any flight operation is that
pilots must be on guard to avoid
complacency. Whenever you get
used to flying a type of aircraft,
whether it’s an older or a newer
model, you can start to feel too
much at home. Jet aircraft, while
they are extremely reliable, still
require careful procedures and sys-
tems monitoring.

Summary 

Buying and operating an older
business jet can be a tremendous
value for the investment. In today’s
hi-tech world it’s rare when you

can buy any 35-year-old piece of
equipment and receive an equiva-
lent level of performance and relia-
bility as a new version at 5 to 8
times the price. However, with an
upgraded aircraft it is possible.

The price of these older aircraft
has come up recently. You can no
longer buy a Lear 24 for $300,000
or a good GII for $2.5 million. A
Lear 24, Lear 25 and a GII will run
you closer to $600,000, $1 million
and $6 million respectively these
days, but I believe that prices of
older business jets have leveled off
for the time being.

With the various upgrade pro-
grams on the market, including
Stage III hushkits, aerodynamic
improvements and options for re-
engining, today’s older aircraft
have an operational and economic
life of many more years. I expect to
be operating my Lear 24s 10 years
from now, and we’ll probably be
flying our Aviation Partners
Blended Winglet equipped IISP for
another 20 years.

In most cases older aircraft just
keep on getting better. The only
thing that will render them obso-
lete is significant performance and
speed improvements that would
be ushered in by a new generation
of practical supersonic business
jets. We’ve gone almost 40 years
riding on business jet performance
levels Bill Lear introduced back in
the early 60s. However, some
day—and my prediction is within

10 to 15 years—
we’ll  be f lying
supersonic.

Clay Lacy has more
than 47,000 hrs 
of flying experience
in everything from

DC3s to Boeing 747-400s and nearly
every type of corporate aircraft. His
VNY-based Clay Lacy Aviation is home
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(L) Interior view of an older Gulfstream II, N420JT (s/n 94), originally outfitted by Kal-Aero (now a part of Duncan) and currently offered by Omni
Jet Trading for $5.65 million. (R) GIV interior after refurbishment by Garrett Aviation Jet Center at their SBA (Santa Barbara CA) completion center.
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for Lacy’s popular charter fleet, which
includes everything from Learjet 24s up
through a GIISP and Boeing 727.
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